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DISCLAIMER
This Project Information Memorandum (the “PIM”) is issued by Rail Land Development Authority (RLDA)
in pursuant to the Request for Proposal vide to provide interested parties hereof a brief overview of plot of
land (the “Site”) and related information about the prospects for development of Hotel cum Retail project
at the Site on long term lease.
The PIM is being distributed for information purposes only and on condition that it is used for no purpose
other than participation in the tender process. The PIM is not a prospectus or offer or invitation to the
public in relation to the Site.
The PIM does not constitute a recommendation by RLDA or any other person to form a basis for
investment. While considering the Site, each bidder should make its own independent assessment and
seek its own professional, financial and legal advice. Bidders should conduct their own investigation and
analysis of the Site, the information contained in the PIM and any other information provided to, or
obtained by the Bidders or any of them or any of their respective advisers.
While the information in the PIM has been prepared in good faith, it is not and does not purport to be
comprehensive or to have been independently verified and neither

RLDA nor any of its officers,

employees, advisers or consultants accept any liability or responsibility for the accuracy, reasonableness
or completeness of, or for any errors, omissions or misstatements, negligent or otherwise, relating to, or
makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to, the information contained in
the PIM or on which the PIM is based or with respect to any written or oral information made or to be
made available to any of the Bidder or its professional advisers and, so far as permitted by law and
except in the case of fraudulent misrepresentation by the party concerned, any liability therefore is hereby
expressly disclaimed.
The information contained in the PIM is selective and is subject to updating, expansion, revision and
amendment. It does not, and does not purport to, contain all the information that a Bidder may require.
Neither RLDA nor any of its advisers undertakes to provide any Bidder with access to any additional
information or to update the information in the PIM or to correct any inaccuracies therein, which may
become apparent. Each Bidder must conduct its own analysis of the information contained in the PIM and
is advised to carry out its own investigation into the prospects of developing the Site, the legislative and
regulatory regime which applies to commercial development in India, and all matters pertinent to the Site
and to seek its own professional advice on the legal, financial, regulatory and taxation consequences of
entering into any agreement or arrangement relating to the proposed Site.
The PIM is for use only by the Bidders. The PIM may not be copied, or distributed by any Bidder to third
parties (other than in confidence to that Bidder’s professional advisers) or prospective consortium
members. Under no circumstances should Bidders make contact with officers or employees of MOR
unless invited by the MOR or in accordance with the PIM.
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1. CITY PROFILE
1.1.Introduction
Shimla district derives its name from Shimla Town which was once a very small village inhabited by the
Charcoal manufactures. The panoramic view commanded by the place attracted the attention of the
Britishers who had set their hold on the country and gradually the village was developed considerably.
The surroundings were equally developed from military point of view. The climatic conditions which
resembled with those prevailing in the native country of the Britishers aroused their ambition to make it
summer capital. It became the formal seat of the summer capital of the Government of India in 1864 when
Lord Lawrance came to the town along with the members of Supreme Council and all the public offices.
In 2016, about 36 lakh tourists came to Shimla as compared to 27 lakh in 2010. As a result of this
increasing tourism, most of the hotels run at full capacity during peak season (May to June) with over 60%
occupancy in during season (October to March) and at 40-50% per cent capacity during off-seasons. Of
the total tourists that visited the city, approximately 80 per cent were domestic tourists, and the remaining
were foreign nationals.
The following map presents the location and connectivity of major tourist destinations in Shimla.

1.2.Executive Summary
Particulars
Location
Total Land Area
Proposed Built-Up Area

Existing Development at Site
Accessibility

Details
Northern Railway, Winterfield Shimla
3524.09 sqm
 Commercial: 2250 sqm
 Silt Parking: 2480 sqm
 Parking Level 1 and 2: 5680 sqm
Single level Parking lot
Cart Road (major district road)
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1.3.Location and Connectivity
Shimla is well connected to the other Indian cities through road and air.

Location of Shimla
Shimla has an average altitude of 2,206 metres (7,238 ft) above mean sea level and extends along a ridge
with seven spurs. The city stretches nearly 9.2 kilometres (5.7 mi) from east to west. Shimla was built on
top of a total of seven different hills namely: Inverarm Hill, Observatory Hill, Prospect Hill, Summer Hill,
Bantony Hill, Elysium Hill and Jakhoo Hill. The highest point in Shimla is the Jakhu hill, which is at a height
of 2,454 metres (8,051 ft).
Following map shows location of Shimla:

Connectivity
Over the years, government has developed significant transport infrastructure to connect Shimla to the
other parts of the country. The Kalka Shimla Railway line, is listed in the Guinness Book of Records for the
steepest rise in altitude in a distance of 96 km and serves as an important tourist attraction. Additionally
the city is also connected to all the major cities through roads. The recently operationalized Himalayan
expressway that connects Shimla to Chandigarh has reduced the travel time between the cities by
approximately 45 minutes. Lastly, government has also operationalised the Shimla airport under the
UDAN Scheme, which has already started handling Delhi-Shimla flights. This has not only increased the
convenience of the locals but also attracted more tourists, thus giving economy a major boost.
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1.4.Demography
Over the decade 2001 to 2011, the population of the city has grown by 13 per cent and has reached
about 8 lakh.
Year

Total

Decadal Growth (%)

Male

Female

2011

814,010

12.67

425,039

388,971

2001

722,502

17.02

380,996

341,506

1991

617404

20.84

325897

291507

1981

510932

21.70

272126

272126

1971

419844

22.96

224631

195213
Source: District Handbook of Shimla

Shimla exhibits urban population of about 25 per cent as compared to 10 per cent state average. The sex
ratio stands at 915.

2. TOURISM - SHIMLA
Tourism industry is a direct function of the income of people. With the increasing per capita income of the
Indians, and growth of middle class, tourism (especially domestic due to affordability for middle class) is
on a rise. Such a trend has also been witnessed in Shimla, where the inflow of tourists has increased at a
CAGR of 5 per cent between 2010 and 2016.
According to the market interactions undertaken by Knight Frank, almost all the hotels (across all
categories) run at full capacity during peak season (May to June) with over 60% occupancy in during
season (October to March) and at 40-50% per cent capacity during off-seasons.
Due to improved connectivity with other parts of the country (Himalyan Expressway, airport and KalkaShimla railway line), Shimla has the highest number of tourist inflow in Himachal. At present, the city
occupies 20 per cent of the market share. Given below is the graphical representation of tourism industry
growth in Shimla.

Source: Economic Survey of Himachal Pradesh (Statistical Tables)
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It was noticed, that while the number of tourists flocking the city has been increasing, Shimla as a city has
saturated its land bank. It was stated that finding a suitable land in Shimla for construction of a hotel
would be a challenging task, which has forced five star players like Radisson to build their facilities outside
the city limits. Further, since majority of them travel through their own cars, which creates significant
demand for parking slots (as cars are not allowed on the Mall Road, a key tourist attraction). Development
of a car parking from financial feasibility perspective is less attractive than undertaking a hotel
development or other commercial development as the revenue stream is relatively weaker.

3. SITE LOCATION AND ATTRIBUTES
The site, having an area of about 3524.09 sqm, and is approximately 13.5 meters below the road level at
the center of the site, and is presently being used as a single level paid public parking. It is adjoining a
major district road and close to tourist spots like Mall Road, Ridge, Church, Lakkar Bazar, etc. Since it is
used as a single level parking, the site is currently underutilized and holds potential of further revenue
generation.
The following map presents the location overview of Subject Property.

Source: www.maps.google.co.in

3.1. Site Layout Plan
The following map presents the location overview of the subject site,
Basis the proposed plan, the following area statements and product mix scenario may be developed by
the developer in line with the conditions of the contract.

i.

Hotel covering an area of 2250 sqm can be developed along with provision of car parking for 245
cars for commercial exploitation and develop provision of 45 cars for the hotel development
being considered.

ii.

The cross section of a concept plan prepared by RLDA for reference only has been exhibited
below. To undertake the development, the developer / bidder would be required to get the
approvals from the local authorities.
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3.2.Applicable Bye-Laws
The setbacks applicable for a multi-level car parking ranging between 750 sq.m. to 4000 sq.m. from
front, left, right and rear are 3.0m, 2.0m, 2.0m and 2.0m respectively as per IDP Shimla.
1 ECS is equivalent to 23 sq.m., 28 sq.m. and 32 sq.m. for open parking, parking in stilts / ground floor
and parking in basement floor respectively.
The development of the subject property above the road level is subject to the valley view provisions
whereby a single built up floor above the road level is permitted. The same has been considered in the
above represented cross-section of proposed development.
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3.3. Site Photographs
Figure 1: View of the site from the present Entry

Figure 2: Railway Line below the Site
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Figure3: View of the site from the present Exit

Figure 4: Valley View from the site
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Figure 5: Cart Road along the Site

3.4.Plot Details and Area Statement
Basis the concept plan, the following area statements and product mix scenario exists
Area Statement
Land Area (sq.mt.)

3,524.09

Land Area (sq.ft.)

37,919.21

Maximum FAR Possible

1.50

Commercial Development
Land Area (sq.mt.)

2250

Multi-Level Car Parking
Parking level 2 (sqm)

2,950

Parking level 1 (sqm)

2,730

Stilt / Open Parking (sqm)

2,480

The above mentioned area for Commercial Development and Multi-Level Car Parking is as per the
preliminary concept plan prepared by RLDA and is indicative only. Two level Car Parking is mandatory for
the developer to construct which shall be for public use such that the developer can charge parking fee
on usage of the same. The appropriate development area would be assessed by the developer as per the
local bye-laws.
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4. Hospitality and Parking Market
Hospitality Industry
According to the market interactions undertaken, it is estimated that Shimla city has about 400 hotels.
Most of the hotels are in the unbranded category ranging from two star to three star category with some
four star category properties, with limited five star category hotels. During the site survey undertaken,
interactions were undertaken with various hotel operators to get a sense of sentiment.
Hotel Name

No. of
Rooms

Hotel Himland East
Bridge View Regency
Hotel Shivalik
Hotel Combermere
Hotel Brightland
Grand Cedar
Oberoi Cecil
Wildflower
Clarks

30
25
48
62
32
75
35

ARR (INR)

Occupancy
Peak Season
(%)

2500
2600
2200
6000
3100
4000
12000
18000
8000-9000

60-70
100
100
100
100
100
90
Source: Knight Frank Research

The operating profit margins for hospitality industry generally vary from 40% to 45% on a stabilized basis.
The following tables present the operating profit margins for established hospitality players in recent
years
Company
Indian Hotels
Hotel Leela
Venture
Taj GVK Hotels

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

'14

'13

'12

'11

'10

'09

'08

'07

'06

'05

20.18

21.55

22.15

25.1

25.81

30.18

40.12

36.82

29.53

22.57

20.21

17.23

3.25

32.12

31.25

35.73

46.13

49.92

49.82

46.81

21.07

24.12

30.73

37.16

37.77

42.93

48.04

47.91

45.94

39.46

20.45

18.86

18.91

25.64

32.69

26.63

34.1

30.95

26.78

21.41

Mahindra
Holidays and
Resorts India
Figures are percentage

Parking
Rising tourism has made Shimla severely congested. According to industry estimates, only 26 per cent of
the tourists travelling to the city use public transport, while 41 per cent use their private car and 29 per
cent rental cars. As a result, the city experiences significant congestion and parking problems, especially
during peak season.
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Shimla has four major public parking lots - The Lift, Sanjauli, Lakkar Bazaar, Chhota Shimla and near
Tourist Information Office (Shimla Bypass). These parking lots together have a capacity of 3500 cars.
Meanwhile, there are more than 80,000 registered vehicles in Shimla municipal area but the number of
vehicles plying in the town is about one lakh. The situation worsens when tourist vehicles arrive adding to
the congestion. Thus, it makes economic sense to create a public parking facility at the site, due to its
strategic location.
Currently, the site is used as parking whereby the Railways have appointed a contractor through short
tenure contracts of three months which are renewed subsequently. On allotment of the site for
commercial development and multi-level car parking, the contract of the existing contractor shall be
terminated thereby ensuring timely handover of encumbrance free land parcel.
Figure 6: Prevailing Parking Rates at the Site

Figure 7: Comparable Multi-level Parking along Cart Road
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5. SUGGESTED PRODUCT MIX
The suggested product mix on the commercial site as per RLDA is as follows whereas the final
development mix is dependent upon market assessment undertaken by the developer. As outlined
earlier, development of two levels of car parking is mandatory which shall be available for the public use
such that the developer has the right to charge parking fees during the lease period. In addition to the
mandatory car parking, the developer would be required to provide for additional car parking to cater to
needs of the commercial development as per prevailing bye-laws.
Product Mix
Hotel

Sq. M.

2250

Parking for Hotel

No. of ECS

Parking for Hotel

Sq. M.

1260

Parking (Stilt / Open)

Sq. M.

1220

Parking (Level 1 & 2)

Sq. M.

5680

Rent Yielding Parking

ECS

45

245
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